
Our CSR activity organization is introduced on our website
https://global.kawasaki.com/en/corp/sustainability/overview/
organization.html

Basic Policy on CSR
For the Kawasaki Group, the CSR priority of highest importance is, we believe, none other than realiz-
ing the Group Mission “Kawasaki, working as one for the good of the planet” (Enriching lifestyles and 
helping safeguard the environment: Global Kawasaki). Therefore, management actively identifi es 
global social issues and emphasizes solutions utilizing products and services driven by innovation 
and the pursuit of synergies within the Group. In addition, to be a company—and a corporate 
group—that is always trusted by society, we will promote constructive dialogue with stakeholders* 
and reinforce approaches, including fair business practices, measures to prevent corruption and 
consideration of the environment and human rights. 

Medium-Term CSR Policy
In fi scal 2018, management defi ned CSR material issues—materiality—that the Kawasaki Group must 
address and also reviewed the CSR activity framework, placing the creation of social value through 
business as top priorities to be achieved over the long term and other issues as CSR issues that 
underpin the management foundation. From fi scal 2019, under a new framework, we will clarify the 
division and person responsible for key items, namely the creation of social value through business 
and environment, society and governance (ESG), as well as the image we seek to present and key 
performance indicators. We will disclose the status of progress toward targets and rotate through 
a plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle while working to enhance our CSR activities. 

Stakeholder Dialogue
The Kawasaki Group actively acknowledges the expectations and requests of stakeholders, and strives   
    to create social value by meeting those expectations and requests 

through business activities while concurrently working to raise 
enterprise value. We utilize stakeholder dialogue to enhance 

information disclosure and deepen communication, 
which will strengthen bonds of mutual trust.

Given diversifying stakeholder expectations and requests and a changing business environment, 
management took a fresh look at Group activities that impact society and then identifi ed material 
issues—that is, materiality.

Identify and narrow down CSR issues   
We analyzed industry- and Kawasaki Group-specifi c survey criteria applied by interna-
tional SRI/ESG (socially responsible investment/environment, social, governance) assess-
ment organizations, including DJSI, FTSE, MSCI* and Sustainalytics, as well as content 
required under reporting guidelines set by SASB*, GRI and other standards organizations. 
We also drew on the opinions of external advisors and then identifi ed and narrowed 
down CSR issues.

Evaluate impact of issues and assign priorities   
We made an internal evaluation of each CSR issue narrowed down through Step 1, 
from the perspective of importance to society and stakeholders as well as importance 
to Kawasaki, and created a provisional order of importance. 
 We also put responses to social issues of global scale that were identifi ed under MTBP 
2016 in a category—the social value we create—with our Group Mission “Kawasaki, work-
ing as one for the good of the planet” and placed this category as top priorities.

Interview outside experts and decide on material issues (materiality)   
To verify the appropriateness of priority placement determined in-house, we invited 
comments from outside experts through an interview process. Based on these comments, 
we reviewed the impact of CSR issues on society and stakeholders, and made revisions. 
(Please refer to the materiality matrix on page 42.)

Formulate the plan and conduct a review   
We will comply with the management approach defi ned under GRI standards*, establish 
concrete numerical targets, and through steady implementation of strategies and 
follow-up measures, move CSR programs toward realization of stated goals. In addition, 
the Corporate CSR Committee will periodically review material issues and other topics 
to ensure that CSR activities are in sync with changes in the business environment and 
evolving social expectations.
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* Stakeholders: People, organizations, etc., directly or indirectly affected by corporate activities

*DJSI, FTSE, MSCI: please refer to page 16.
*SASB: Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
*GRI Standards: Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards
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